BOOK REVIEWS
INSTRUMENTAL
ANALYSIS, by P.rur, Dnlanav, xi and 384 pages, The Macmillan
Company, 61 Fifth Ave., New York 11, New York, 1957, $7.90.
The volume covers Electrode Potentials, Potentiometry, Voltammetry, Voitammetric
Titrations, Electrogravimetry, Coulometry, Conductometry and High-Frequency methods, Emission Spectroscopy, Absorption Spectrometry, Fluorometry, Raman Spectroscopy,
X-ray Spectroscopy including absorption, diffraction, and fluorescence methods, Mass
Spectrometry, and Nuclear Radiation metbods such as tracer methods and activation
analysis.
The author attempts neither to discuss instrumentation from the design standpoint
nor to give details of commercially available instrumentsl nor is his aim to present the
application of instrumental techniques to specific analytical problems. Emphasis is placed
on fundamental theory. The author makes good use of schematic electrical and optical
diagrams. His discussions of the limitations and applications of the various methods are
excellent.
About fiJty experiments are presented as laboratory exercises and many problems are
provided for study purposes. Here again the experiments and problems are designed to
illustrate points of theory.
The book is intended for both undergraduate and graduate students. However, students
without some background in physical chemistry may ffnd the presentation of electrochemical theory too concise and a little heavy. The extensive references to original literature and the comprehensive up-to-date bibliographies which include key research papers,
review articles, reference books, and monographs are extremely valuable to the research
chemist.
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B'C':q-v
shouldbe B'C:e-v.
2nd, paragraph: Cs+ should be CotFig. 30: Ordinatei/iu difficult to read because of small size of print.
3rd paragraph, last sentence:i/should be is.
4th line from bottom: Fig. 33 should be Fig. 34.
Paragraph 4 can be misinterpreted. Author should specify that Er should be less
than the decomposition potential and that Ez should be a potential where the
diffusiou current is observed.
Line 23: i,odine shotidbe i.od.iile.
Last paragraph can be clarified by indicating on Fig. 58 what the angle d is.
Line 11 from bottom: Instead of "the effect of birefringence thus cancels" it
would perhaps be better to say: this compensates for any optical rotation produced in the initial passage.
Paragraph 5: Conausely should be Si,milarly.
2nd paragraph: A diagram of the circuit would help to clarify. 4th paragraph 3rd
hne; Spark Spectra are due to excited ions and not atoms.
2nd line:fbars should bef,l,ters.
Discussion of Fig. 96 would be more understandable if author stated that no monochromator is used.
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p.246. kd line from bottom: the statement "Some of these elements (boron, for instance)
cannot be conveniently analyzed by filter photometry because of lack of a suitable reagent" is not true. There are several excellent reagents for boron, for
example, 1,1 dianthrimide. Similarly for the other elements quoted.
p. 265. 2nd paragraph : without should be uith.
p. 281. 1st paragraph: electic shouldbe el'ectric.
p. 292. Footnote 4l: Burea should be Bureau.

p.312.

1_e-o.4oxl.6

should be

0.40x0.15

1-e-0.40xr.6

0.40x1.5

p. 316. Line 22 and25: (4-22) should be (l+-22).
p.321. Line 17 andTable XXII:Radionuclides do not (usually) disintegrate with independent gamma ray emission. Gamma ray emission is usually an accompaniment
of beta or alpha emission. This should be made clear for line 17 and footnote C
Table XXII.
Line 2 from bottom: srnaller should be trarger.
p. 328. P and R in referenceto Fig. 131 are not shown on Fig. 131.
F. S. Gnruer.or
IN NORTH
OF GEOLOGICAL MATERIAL
The second edition of the DIRECTORY
AMERICA by R. H. Dott, J. V. Howell, A. I. Levorsen and J. Weaver, is now available.
It contains the names and addresses of societies, governmental agencies, journals,
museums, and universities publishing geological material. It lists sources of maps, air
photographs, cross-sections, well elevations, well cuttings and cores, production data, and
scouting and drilling reports. It gives locations of libraries, book dealers, museums, and
paleontological and mineral collections.
Send orders and remittances to:
The American Association of Petroleum Geologists
Box 979. Tulsa 1. Oklahoma
Prices: Members AAPG $3.00; non-members $3.50
compiled by William
TIIE WORLD DIRECTORY
OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS,
Parrish (Philips Laboratories, Contribution No. 115), is available at $1.50 postpaid
from Polycrystal Book Service, 84 Livingston St., Brooklyn 1, New York.
The directory is arranged by countries, and gives names, addressesand fields of specialization.

